
Reviewing dance Performances 

Include 

1.  Name 

2.  Name of group and/or concert 

3.  Date and place of performance 

4.  Title, choreographer, composer of each dance reviewed 

5.  Names of dancers when practical and pertinent (refer to dancer by last name only 
after the first reference). 

Describe The movement. This is the most important aspect of the paper.  

Interpret What you saw if you can.  What do you think the movement means? 

Evaluate What you saw and justify your opinion.  

Consider The following as well: 

1.  Choreography 

2.  Performing ability of the dancers –technical, interpretative, this may include 
such things as clarity and crispness in execution, extension, balance, height 
in elevations, quality of landings, focus, concentration, confidence, ability to 
command attention. 

3.  Costumes 

4.  Accompaniment—musical or other 

5.  Technical Theater—light, sets, props.  

 

Avoid The following words: 

like, really, a lot, number or routine (us dance, piece, work, selection, etc..), kind of, sort 
of, so, appears/appeared, seems/seemingly, in my opinion, well done, girl, guy, okay 
and good.  As a rule, avoid the use of incomplete sentences and one sentence 
paragraphs.  Be consistent with verb tense throughout the paper.  Do not assume the 
reader has seen the concert.  Make the performance vivid and alive. Let the structure of 
your paper and what you need to say determine its length, Do Not stop writing just 
because you have completed the minimum amount of pages.  Each paper should have a 
solid introduction and conclusion. Give yourself enough time to successfully complete 
the assignment.   

 

 

 

 



The following are some questions you can ask yourself while you are contemplating 
the concert. 

 Did the dance seem significant and worth watching, or was it obscure and 
meaningless?  

 Did the dance have continuity? Did it sustain interest throughout or were there 
some weak parts?  

 Was every part of the dance essential to the whole?  

 Was the style of dance clearly established and then maintained throughout?  

 Was there enough depth and variety in the material content or was it too simple, 
naïve and predictable?  

 Was the construction of the dance seen to have unity through its rhythmic 
structure?  

 Was the choice of music – or other stimulus for accompaniment- suitable for the 
theme of the dance?  

 Was the dance constructed with an understanding of the stimulus?  

 Were the movement images translatable?  

 Did the form aid understanding of the underlying theme?  

 Was the idea easily perceived or did the onlooker have to search intently to find 
meaning, and indeed, perhaps read into it that which was not meant to be?  

 Is the communication based on an individual distillation of expression or a 
hackneyed set of clichés?  

 Did the choreographer choose the ‘right’ movements in relation to the idea?  

 Was there a width of movement content which created variety and interest?  

 Was there balance of action, qualitative, space relationship emphasis or too much 
concentration on any one?  

 Were the movements easily discernible as symbolic or representative of meaningful 
communication?  

 Was there enough qualitative or dynamic variation in the dance?  

 Were the motifs apparent and foundational to the rest of the content of the dance?  

 Was there enough repetition to establish the meanings in the chosen movements or 
was repetition overstressed?  

 Did the dance utilize variety and contrast in the best and most appropriate ways, or 
was contrast just put in for its own sake without due reference to the total 
meaning?  

 How did the climax or highlights emerge? Were they apparent or forceful enough?  

 Was the dance coherent in style?  

 Is the dance relevant in today’s dance context?  

 Were they performers able to present the style with sufficient clarity?  

 Were the performers sincere and involved in the rendering?  

 Did the performers make real the images and movement content?  



 Were the lighting, costuming, props and staging elements relevant to the idea?  

 What feeling and emotions did you as an audience member experience?  


